CALL FOR APPLICATION: 20 SCHOLARSHIPS FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS FROM UKRAINE APPLYING FOR TEMPORARY PROTECTION - A.Y. 2021-2022

RANKING LIST

Nadiia Fareniuk – WINNER
Sofiia Martynets – WINNER

Pursuant to ART. 5 - Accepting the scholarship Winner candidates will receive specific communication from the International Students Office with guidelines on how and when to accept the scholarship. In order to access the funding, candidates must:
- accept the scholarship;
- complete the registration procedure for the Foundation Programme or at least two single courses belonging to the chosen postgraduate degree programs without a restricted number of places by paying the duty stamp before 15th July 2022 (see Art. 1.2);
- declare that they are not beneficiaries of other scholarships, (See Article 1.3).

Should the winners refuse their enrolment in the Foundation Programme or in one or all of the single courses chosen or not meet one of the conditions listed, they will lose their right to the scholarship; the unassigned scholarships may be offered to candidates already in the ranking until the 20 scholarships offered have been assigned.